
Hollywood Insiders

If we had a nickel for every time a celebrity shared a useful beauty secret from  
the red carpet, we’d have approximately...zero nickels. They aren’t being coy—most 

stars have absolutely no idea why they look good. So we went to their makeup 
artists, hairstylists, and fashion advisers instead. With their wisdom, you’ll look 

and feel like a million bucks (that’s 20 million nickels). By Alexandra Owens

The Magic Carpet

Eye shadow. Nothing beats a long-wear 
cream eye shadow for endurance, but it dries 
quickly, so you have to be speedy. To buy 
more time, start with an eye primer, says 
makeup artist Angela Levin, whose clients 
include Jennifer Aniston and Nicole Kidman. 
“It acts as a barrier, preventing the shadow 
from setting instantly and giving you an extra 
minute to blend.” Use a brush or a sponge-tip 
applicator to apply the shadow, since long-
wear formulas cling to fingers.
Lashes. Stars laugh, they cry, but through it 
all, their mascara stays put. And they don’t 
use waterproof because when you apply more 
than one coat, it becomes spiky and can look 
dull. Levin prefers three coats of a volumizing 
mascara, such as Chanel Inimitable Intense. 
“After each coat, remove clumps with a spool-
ey brush,” she says. Let it dry and then do the 

next layer. Don’t toss the waterproof just yet: 
Levin likes it for lower lashes, where a little 
goes a long way (and the tears actually flow).
Concealer. Liquid concealers tend to disap-
pear after a few hours. A drier formula, like 
Benefit Erase paste, or a stick concealer is 
more durable. Tap it on, and then set it with 
loose powder. Repeat as needed. 
Lips. Start with a stain. Let it sit for 30 seconds, 
then top it with a semimatte lipstick, such 
as Make Up For Ever Rouge Artist Intense or 
CoverGirl LipPerfection Lipcolor. You get both 
the staying power of the 
stain and the intense 
color of the lipstick, says 
makeup artist Jillian 
Dempsey, who works 
with Jennifer Lawrence 
and Kristen Stewart. 

Touch and Go
These troubleshooters 
won’t overload a tiny 
evening bag.

Mini powder puff. 
Blotting papers help 
with shine, but they 
don’t provide coverage.
For touch-ups, makeup 
artist Mai Quynh  
loads a puff with loose 
powder, taps off the 
excess, and wraps it  
in a Baggie.

A spooley brush. 
The tiny bristles brush 
down flyaways and  
hairs around the ears  
and at the nape of  
the neck, says hairstylist 
Mark Townsend.

Cleansing swabs. 
Packed with makeup 
remover, these souped-
up cotton swabs—
Sephora and Almay both 
make great ones—whisk 
away smeared shadow 
and mascara flakes. 

Bulletproof Your Makeup
Have you ever watched an actress sweep up to the podium and thought, Wow, 
her eye shadow looks a little creased? We didn’t think so. Here’s why. 

LASH FAKERY
“False-lash strips can 
pop off,” says makeup 
artist Jake Bailey. 
“Individual lashes are 
more secure. And  
if one falls out, just 
brush it off your  
cheek and move on.”

Jessica Chastain at  
the Cannes Film 
Festival in May 2014
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When we saw photos of Angelina Jolie 
covered in white powder, we 

wondered two things: Why didn’t 
anyone tell her she had something  

on her face? And what did she  
do to piss off a baker? But Jolie didn’t 
look that way when she left the house. 

“The culprit was probably a translucent 
powder that contains shimmering 

ingredients, like mica and titanium 
dioxide, which reflect a flash like  

light off a mirror,” says Ni’kita Wilson, a 
cosmetic chemist. If you’re going  

to be photographed a lot at an event,  
Quynh recommends dusting on a 
translucent powder that doesn’t 

contain these ingredients, like NYX 
Studio Finishing Powder. Apply it  

only to areas that tend to become oily, 
like the sides of the nose and forehead. 

“Also, check your foundation,”  
says Levin. “If the name includes the 

words ‘radiant’ or ‘illuminating,’  
it may create a sheen that camera 

flashes will magnify tenfold.”

Powder KegHollywood Insiders

The day before: “I ask my clients 
to wash their hair the day before an 
event, not the day of,” says Townsend, 
who works with Kerry Washington 
and Allison Williams. “Second-day 
hair holds curls and waves better and 
is less slippery if you want an updo.” 
The day of: Townsend keeps a can 
of dry shampoo in his kit at all 
times. “It’s such a good way to build 
volume and texture without weigh-
ing the hair down,” he says. Spray it 
all over before you start styling. “It 
helps waves hold and creates friction 
between the hair and a pin.”

Five minutes before: To keep 
strays from springing up, skim 
over your hair gently with—of all 
things—a dryer sheet. “It takes out 
the static and helps with frizz but 
won’t drag hair down with excess 
product,” says Abergel, who works 
with Jessica Biel, Keira Knightley, 
and Gwyneth Paltrow.
At the afterparty: If your style does 
go flat, part your hair deep on the 
side and throw it into a high pony-
tail. “Tease the hair at the crown 
first. A little height makes it look 
more intentional,” says Abergel.

How to Make Your 
Hair Last All Night
“Hair is like architecture,” says hairstylist Adir Abergel. “It’s 
going to fall without the right foundation.” Here’s what  
to do from the very beginning to make sure your style holds up.

Photo-Ready Makeup
Friends with Instagram, paparazzi—what’s the difference? 
Here, two key tweaks for looking your best in any shot.

Eyeliner. Using too much—or too little—eyeliner has  
a diminishing effect, making your eyes appear smaller 
in photographs. “Definition is a must, but defined  
eyes don’t need to be heavily lined,” says Dempsey. She 
starts by dotting a soft black pencil liner along the 
upper lids, squishing the tip between the lashes to fill in 
any gaps. “This step has the biggest impact,” she  
says. Then, using gentle pressure, she draws back and 
forth along the upper and lower lash lines. “You  

should go lighter along the bottom lid and soften the 
line with a brush.”

Blush. A camera flash washes everything out,  
so choose a more assertive shade of blush than usual 
(bright pink for fair skin, coral or bright pink for 
medium, and berry for dark skin). Use a cream formula 
as a base since even bright, emphatic shades go on 
sheer and let your skin peek through, says Quynh, who 
works with Jessica Chastain and Scarlett Johansson. 
“Use a brush to tap it directly on the apples, then blend 
the color up toward your cheekbones.” Set the cream 
with translucent powder and layer on powder blush.

A PHOTO-
FRIENDLY SIDE 
CHIGNON  
ON LAWRENCE 
“The hair is pulled 
back but not 
hidden. You look 
good from  
every angle,” says 
Townsend.

A BOBBY PIN THAT NEVER BUDGES
To make sure a bobby pin never slides out,  

“I lay them all out on a towel and 
 spray them with Aqua Net before putting  

them in,” says Abergel. 

Jolie at the premiere 
of Maleficent  
in New York City
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What to Wear 
Under Anything
Four ways to make sure your undergarments are 
undetectable to the naked eye.
Fit right in. “When dresses gap or bunch, it’s usually 
because people are yanking at bras that don’t fit  
right,” says stylist Kate Young, who works with Michelle 
Williams, Emilia Clarke, and Dakota Johnson. The  
ideal solution is to get measured for a bra that fits like  
a glove. But if there’s no time for that, keep everything 
in place by sewing the one you have to your dress.  
“I put in three tiny stitches where the strap hits the top 
of the shoulder—they’re basically invisible.”
Stick to it. If you want to go braless (but also want  
to hide your nipples), Young recommends  
silicone pasties rather than stickers. “If your dress  
is at all sheer, you can usually see the outline  
of the sticker,” she says. “I prefer round Commando  
Top Hats. You wet them and press them on,  
and they mold to the shape of your body. They  
make you look like a Barbie doll.” 
Go to the tape. “The most common mistake people 
make with tape is applying it directly to their 
cleavage,” says stylist Karla Welch, who works with  
Olivia Wilde. “It pulls on your breasts and puckers  
the skin.” Instead, if you’re wearing a plunging top, 
Welch suggests taping above the breasts. Vapon 
Topstick double-sided tape is her go-to. “It could hang 
art,” she says. (Welch warns that you should never  
tape yourself into a strapless dress. The only solution 
here is a perfect fit.)
Underneath it all. “If your dress is sheer, wear a long 
nude slip or bodysuit,” says Young. “But don’t  
choose an undergarment that cuts you off at the  
legs, since people will be able to see the  
line. Commando makes great seamless slips.” 

Bag Grab
The pros and cons of evening-bag choices.

How to Pose for  
a Picture

Remember the old, innocent days when a simple “Cheeeese!” 
was all it took to prepare for a photograph? Of course you 

do—it’s why you don’t have a single presentable school 
picture. Candice Lake, a street-style photographer and model, 

recommends the poses that work for everyone. 

The Clutch
Carrying a clutch is like 

holding a piece of jewelry;  
it instantly elevates an  

outfit to formal. The fact that 
you can fit only a lipstick  

and your credit card is part  
of the special-occasion 

appeal. “Black tie is the one 
time when practicality is  

not important,” says Young.

The Shoulder Bag
A bag with a delicate 

shoulder strap—nothing 
thick or heavy—is  

what you’ll find on the 
woman wearing a slim 

tuxedo. It’s unexpected 
and modern, says  

Welch. And it’s a relief  
to have space for  

your phone and makeup.

Choose a Clutch
“A clutch can 

elongate your body,” 
says Lake. “Hold  

it out in front of you, 
not under your  

arm, which can make 
it look bigger.”

Work an Angle
“If you stand at an 

angle with three 
quarters of your 
body facing the 

camera, it instantly 
makes you look  

more streamlined.”

Tilt Your Head
“Tilting your head 

slightly to the  
side—about 30 
degrees—points  

out your chin  
and makes your face 

appear slimmer.”

Down to Earth
Want to be the girl everyone 
envies at the party? Wear flats, 
like Karlie Kloss (left). Beyond 
the comfort factor, the right pair 
adds instant cool to a long 
dress. “I love a really pretty silk 
flat sandal,” says Young. “But  
no daytime materials—no suede  
or leather. They should be  
silk or velvet and very luxe.”

Kendall Jenner, 
Blake Lively, and 
Jessica Alba

vs.

Halston Heritage metal-and-
leather clutch

Chanel leather-and-Lurex  
bag with rhinestones
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